Lee Forman is a fiction writer and editor from the Middletown, NY. His fascination with the macabre began in childhood, watching old movies and reading everything he could get his hands on. He's a third-generation horror fanatic, starting with his grandfather who was a fan of the classic Hollywood Monsters. His work has been published in numerous magazines, anthologies, websites, and podcasts. His debut novella, Zero Perspective is available from Amazon and other retailers, as well as a collection of dark fiction, Fragments of a Damned Mind. You can find more of his work at www.leeformanauthor.com

Liz Hahn is a mild-mannered account by day and a writer by night. “My Zombie BFF” is her first Young Adult story and was inspired by her love a zombie comedies.
USA Today bestselling author **Liz Matis** is a mild-mannered accountant by day and romance author by night. (She thinks this makes her sound like a superhero) Married 34 years she believes in happily ever afters!

Liz lives in the mountains of NY hoping for a HGTV makeover. She is a past winner of the NECRWA First Kiss Contest and has placed in other writing contests. Besides reading she loves Zumba, rock music, and summer days at the beach.

**Terri DelNegro** has been imagining and creating since she was a little kid. She has tried her hand in multiple media - working her way up from crayons and finger paints to oils and acrylics. Her current, less messy passions are photography and computer graphics. She loves blending fantasy and reality to create captivating pictures to delight viewers of all ages.

**Dr. Michael L. Fox** is Assistant Professor of Business Law in the School of Business at Mount Saint Mary College in Orange County, New York. He teaches courses in the undergraduate business program and in the Masters of Business Administration program. He also serves as the College’s Pre-Law Advisor. Professor Fox has recently published a book on electronic discovery, social media and ethics, entitled *Primer for an Evolving eWorld.*
Gerrit S. Overeem is an IT professional whose passion for science fiction served as inspiration for Second Life of Mr. Hunt. In addition to enjoying Dungeons and Dragons and appearing at charity events as part of the 501st Legion Star Wars Costuming Group, he is also active in a local car club and has a black belt in Nihon Goshin Aikido. He lives with his wife, who has encouraged his interest in writing.


Kathy Morley: “I have been teaching meditation and metaphysics for over 25 years. When Transcendental Meditation was introduced in the U.S. in the seventies, I trained with the Maharishi Yogi and fell in love with the serenity and peace I experienced. This deepened my conviction that there must be more to life than what we encounter through our five senses. Now I work as a multi-dimensional healer, utilizing my intuitive and empathic abilities as well as my training in hypnosis, Reiki, and Emotional Freedom Technique to pinpoint when energy blockages occurred in one’s life and work to release them to facilitate healing. My book, The Gift: Finding the Extraordinary in Everyday Living was just published last month on Amazon.”
Author **Jan Berlin** has more than thirty-five years of experience teaching in both traditional and non-traditional educational settings. As founder and director of *Everything Animals Resource & Activity Center, Inc.*, she has been able to combine her love of teaching with her passion for humane education and animal welfare advocacy. Jan lives in Bullville, NY, with her husband, Rich Blazeski, and the myriad of animals who have made their way into her heart as well as onto the pages of this book.

**Beth Quinn** was a columnist, reporter and health editor for the *Times Herald-Record* in Middletown for 26 years. Her work there earned 39 state and national writing awards in categories that include commentary, health reporting, depth reporting, business reporting, editorial writing and features. Her work has also appeared in publications ranging from the *Chicken Soup for the Soul* books and *Reader’s Digest* to the *Sporting News* and *Dog Fancy*. The columns have been published in two books of collected work – *The Best of Beth* and *Unleashed, the Dog Columns*. Her book, *Bulldog your Way Through Cancer* was created from the most awesome human instinct – the desire to do something for someone who needs a helping hand and a good laugh.
Born in postwar Germany into a family of Russian refugees, Marina Antropow Cramer has enjoyed the benefit of lifelong ties to the Russian expatriate community on both sides of the Atlantic.

She holds a BA in English from Upsala College. Her work has been performed by Roselee Blooston's Short Story Theater, as part of the non-profit Tunnel Vision Writers' Project, which showcased spoken word, music, and visual art projects. Her stories have appeared online in Blackbird, Istanbul Literary Review, and Wilderness House Literary Review. She has been a waitress, fabric store manager, traveling saleswoman, telephone fundraiser, used book dealer, business owner, and bookseller. She owned and operated The Cup and Chaucer Bookstore in Montclair, NJ, for sixteen years, then worked for Watchung Booksellers for the next twelve. She left bookselling in 2014 to focus on writing full-time, and now lives in New York's Hudson Valley. Roads is her first novel.

Her new novel, Anna Eva Mimi Adam, will be released in spring 2020.